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Creative?

DEADLINE FOR DESIGN
ENTRY: FRIDAY, APRIL 10
» Designs should be in color
* Design will be used on all official

mempmageee f]
|
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$399

i
—
of chicken,
Three pieces
tectut}
, Cole slaw and a aire
of 4 with j
orders only. Limit
> this coupon. Offer expires
March 31,
1987. Offer
good only at Kentucky 4
Fried Chicken, 1394
G St., Arcata.
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«covetstionay
oun
e Winning

of all

Hupenth, sagees:neh
nate
gravy, Mentaesy
cole slaw and a buttermilk biscuit.
Limit of 4 with. this coupon.

Offer expires

aoe Timcuktaeae.
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ets $60. a free T-Shirt, and copies

materials containing the design.

For More Info, Conect net om Coordinator's Office
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Run for

Student Government @iiles
-"

Chief executive of the A.S.
:
lation
mene ante tay rmngeet over
—_
Official representative of the A.S.

Chief Administrative Asstistant to the President
i
duties in absence
Assume Presidential

Makes appointments to over 35 University/A.S. Committees

Serves on University Resource, Planning and Budget Committees

Community Affairs Council, Instructionally Related
d
of Finance,
Boar

Activites Committee, A.S. Personnel Committee,

snati ia

Board
of Directors

Cent

dai ale

Monthly Stipend/one-year term

Advisory Member to all A.S. Committees

Serves on HSU Foundation and Lumberjack Enterprises
d
of Directors
Boar

Prosecutes all A.S. code violations

in charge ot A.S. publicity

Monthly stipend/one-year term

(4) positions At-Large — elected by entire student body
(6) positions College/Division
— elected by specific colleges.
Creative
Arts & Humanities
Health, Educational
& Professional Studies
Behavioral
& Social Sciences
Science
Business
& Social Sciences

Maintain a minimum of two office hours per week

Attend weekly SLC meetings and SLC class

Serve on at least two University /A.S. Commitess

Attend club meetings/maintain
open communication
,

Fri. Apr.3 2:00 p.m.
Fri. Apr.

:

Attend semi-annual
SLC Retreats

Mandatory

Can:

Fri. Apr.90, May1 Pun Off if necessary
Thurs,

_ Petitions
are now available in the

AS Business
Office NHE 112
Paid for by Associated

Student

by
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By Linda M. Hickman

An impassein

contra

negotiations between the

cd when fact-finding report, expected in Apel,
depute, has been cater taguneie or aen'e

year and a half.

Fact-finding

is

the las
f
a
proced
ye,
on
enabteh
ed
bythe
Higher
eee
ployer- Employee
Act,
m

ieee

essor.

1987

stated

f

the

issue of a CFA newsletter, the CFA

Speech communications professer Milt Dobkin, a

‘The CSU tried prematurely to get
impasse declared, before
negotiations had come to a
standstill. The CFA has been
—
pushing for early resolution of the
outstanding issues since
|
negotiations started.’
the trustees
also want to take away some
—Milt Dobkin of Hethesaidrights
of the lecturer position, such as
CFA negotiator

member of the CFA’s five-person negotiating team,
said a fact-finding panel was selected last month.
The panel includes one person representing each
party and another person who is neutral.
Dobkin said the panel held hearings on March 9,
10 and 11 in which each party’s case was presented
and representatives from each side were cross-

examined by the panel.

The report issued in April will be a
public recom—
of what a reasonable settlement would

‘‘careful consideration.”
Lecturers are never fired, he said, but they must

be rehired

year. The current contract states in

the presence of an open staff position, lecturers are

a

to careful Pagar

trustees are
ng to change to a system
in which two files exist for each faculty member instead of one.
Derden said CSU’s objective is to create a “‘secret

file where they can change all kinds of games.’’
Please

see

CONTRACT

page
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Drilling
Congress to decide coastal lease proposal
By Dave Kirkman

‘Staff writer

Controversy surr
posed leasing
of 6.5 m
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Board members seek
Chancellor’s resignation

;

*

Carbaugh ald. g, Pres
k

6é

go

CSU Chancellor Ann W. Reynolds
has come underfire from, members of
the Board of Trustees, with some seeking her resignation, the Los Angeles
Times reported Saturday.
Her opponents on the governing
board have criticized her for spending
too much time out of state and not
enough time in her Long Beach office.
They also said she is a poor administrator and frequently berates

Sree

contact the student body for three

Many members of the club said

the council should not deal with
resolutions which go beyond cam-

subordinates.
reported.

told the Times.

<§ 5
dent

Services

and

one

love not to

large state and | must get around to the

campuses.

Although she still has supporters on

the board, the Time Standard reported

actions to oust her may take place during
the governing
board’s
May

meeting.

CSU campuses
not earthquake

ethnic

body

‘‘I would

travel so much, but California is a very

representative.
The amendment will be voted on
next week and if passed, must
be ap-

proved by the student
April’s general election.

Times

and sit in your office all the time,’’ she

We have to look universally,”’
.-at-Large Dave Berg. “If
on’t look to our brothers and
sisters we're going to have some

then through
:
Especially something like this,’’ said
forestry student Jim Conroy.
hea
our job. You represent
us,”
:
“The action we take is representative of the student body. You

the

state.’’
‘It is not possible to be chancellor of
the California State University system

local issues. You’ve been
to deal with issues on cam-

In other
business,
Freshman
Dorm Rep. Lou Richards introduced an amendment to the A.S. Constitution that would allow next
year’s SLC to appoint a student
representative from Disabled Stu-

public,

However, Reynolds denied charges
that she spends ‘‘too much time out of

ary Farnsworth said. ‘It’s inapto be making decisions on
le

in

in

Eighty

percent

of

state

safe
buildings

considered to be unsafe in an earthquake are on state university campuses, a safety expert said.
‘“*If a major earthquake occurred in

Los Angeles, 2,000 students would die
at California State University
Los
Angeles alone,’’ said Thomas Tobin

executive director of. the California
Seismic Safety Commission.

Tobin told a legislative committee a
proposed $800 million bond issue was
needed to improve the safety of the
buildings, the Chronicle of Higher
Education reported last week. At present, the CSU has enough funds to
repair only S$ percent of its unsafe
buildings.

Students
have chance

to direct U.C. policy

The deadline for students to apply
positions. on the University Center
Board is April 3.
Selection will take place April 6-16
and chosen applicants will be announced on the 17th. On April 20 the Student

Legislative Council

will approve

selections.

Application

;

letters

are

being

Yd

HAIR

Legislation may make
rape education required
College and university students may
be compelled to attend educational and
Orientation programs dealing with rape
if Assemblyman Tom Hayden’s legislation passes.
Hayden’s bill called upon colleges
and universities to make protections
against rape a serious campus priority.
Please
see page 6

Or,

$2.00 to: Research

11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN,Los

CONNECTION

oat Haircuts

Student Discounts

} & dable Prices

Machine Shop Service
Parts for Domestic & 4X4’s
Specialize in Foreign Parts
Arcata

;

889 9th St.

822-2411

7th & E

Eureka

2021 Central Ave.

McKinleyville

i

(next to Marino's)

442-1786

839-1874

822-5720

;

SAFE SEX

saree eas

condoms by mail

disease. “The best protection against infection
right now, barr
abstinence,
is use of a
condom.” THE
GENERAL

() TROJAN ENZ
@ $5.00 per dozen:= _.__

FOR THE GALS 0 LADY

PROTEX*

with Silk carrying case

QTY: _.___. @ $5.50 per dozen:= ___..-

Corner of 12th & G Streets, Arcata
Walking Distance From HSU
3.Bincks
North of Arcata Plaza

Send check or money order to:
C.0.H.. P.O. Box 17506 . San Diego. CA92117
California residents please add 6% tax.
Immediate delivery. We respect your privacy: all
shipments made with discretion.

How can we change the state of the world?
BATTERIES

RENEWABLE

to

iz isn't just aGAY disease. it's everybodie’s

FOR THE GUYS
QTY: __.__..

CUTS INCLUDE SHAMPOO 6 STYLING

ENERGY

RESOURCES

ELIMINATING TERRORISM
THROUGH PRAYER
A FREE lecture
for the Campus
WEDNESDAY,
APRIL 1
12 noon to 1 SLC Chambers

ac-

cepted by the director’s office. For further information, call 826-4878.

fi,
ethe.

the

t ; petitions ee
required number
of signatures.
judic
made a

random

Fj ei

check

that

verified

the

signatures as legitimate.
‘gave it (the decision) to the
they take it from here,”
Mat Rohrbach said.
udiciary proceedings were marked
by wae or
_ —
nameca
mplied
threats o

pete

Fe :

legal olen — between A.S. President

Jim Tinkelenberg, EMT 2 for Arcata-Mad River Ambulance Service, | {c'! Carbaugh and ally Mark Murray,

demonstrates the use of the

litter,

which can be used in the

event of a back-country cae

te patient litter can be

OS CNS EE en

a ee

Mark
MS

,

DDS

©
Wisdom

Emergency Care

1225 B St. 822-5105

R
Restaurant

Exciting homemade
noodle dishes
:® Sushi bar serving, large variety | of sushi .

Teeth,
Nitrous Ultrasonic
gas-stereo Cleaning,
sound,
Mercury-free fillings and

tition-drive | organiags

After the judiciary decision, A.S.
Japanese
:
—

yi
Hise

Cosmetic bonding,

Sehes _

Quick take out service and traditional dining

HOURS

|

Tue-Thu 11:90-2:00 & 6:00-0:00

730 10th Street, Arcata

Fri-Sat 11:90-3:00 & 5:00-10:00 = Just 100 paces from the theaters
ada obtained

6

4 FREE OIL CHANGE STATION
Lena
Reems generates
once over 248,000 gallons of used motor oll each year.
Ressined cantonca- anaes tek tee cxees tenetaaintaniiaianaitse
Ne eante
‘0 encourage

al

addene eh ibid
att
motor
recycling center

ar

Center, comer of 9th and N streets, the station is a large, dry bay garage with tools,
on

is open Thureday, Friday and Saturday from Pam: wegen.

#900 Oth Street 622-0612
-

Arcata

Center
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- © Continued
from page 4

Parking high on council

Dating Game!
—-

Tonight!

|

Wed. March 25th @ Sp.m.
Like the T.V. show only wilder and
w/ M.C. Dana
Hall (KRED radio)

crazie!

Wednesday March 18th 8PM — Midnight

The House of Representatives
March 18 approved a measure which
gives states the right to raise the speed
limit to 65 mph on rural interstate
highways.
Pending California legislation is
contingent upon President Reagan’s
signature on the Congressional
bill.
bill must be voted on once again
by the Senate because of a compromise
worked out earlier in a conference
committee.

Eureka
and
the Eureka
City
Employees’ Association have finally
come to an agreement on retroactive

pay

and

holidays

~~

negotiations.
ECEA President

will

after
Stan

receive

weeks

of

Terris, said

a 4

percent

retroactive pay increase. The increase
was granted on the grounds that
workers give up one of the 13.5 paid
holidaysgranted by the city. Two of
the remaining
12.5 days will be

Draft Beer & Kamikazes !

Thursday March 26th 8p.m. - Midnight
Bud, Coors, Henry's

personal days off.

$.69 a glass/ $2.39 a pitcher

Contract

Moosehead!
The Moose is loose!

$.89 a glass/ $2.69 a pitcher

© Continued
from page 3

Kamikazes!$1

Dobkin said ‘“‘Any kind of job action could be taken if the trustees took
unilateral action that was very upset-

ting to the faculty.
“Strike is one of the possibilities,
but that’s up to the faculty as a whole
to decide.”’
The March 1987 issue of a CSU
newsletter, the CSU Stateline, stated
negotiations have taken so long
because the CFA tried to stall progress
by refusing to agree to the
aration
of an impasse.
- Jack Samit, assistant vice.chancellor
for employee relations, said ‘‘the CFA
fought back.’’
In a telephone interview from Long
Beach, he said the CSU was not able to
- a specific list of points of conflict

FREE munchies: SFT
of Deli
Sandwich!

and Thursday!
See You Wednesday

865 Qth St.

Arcata

No one under 21
L

rom the CFA.
*‘There’s an extreme
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reluctance on

the part of the CFA,”’ he said.
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Also in. the works is a multi-phase

plan

which

begins

with

developmentof another lot near the

Onlya
covered

the

council.

. Cc Community
onmau
ae
i
Development Director Steve |
may be asked by the council to rewrite
or revise
the plan. -

limit

OKs 65 mph speed

House

employees

-

has three months to complete the

The speed limit increase is a part of a
five-year, $88.6 billion highway bill
that Reagan has threatened to oppose
due to its costly nature.
However,
should Reagan veto the bill, it is likely
that Congress could muster the twothirds majority needed to override it.
A local CHP Spokesman said if the
state bill becomes activated, then
Interstate § would be affected, but not
Highway 101.

City employee dispute settled

Thursday Night
Special!

-—

The Arcata City Council is focusing
on its ‘downtown plan,”’ sparked by a
citizen's advisory group, by first
oan with the issue of inadequate
parking.
According to the plan, insufficient
parking is a substantial obstruction to
business in the downtown area.
City Manager Rory Robinson says
an additional limiting factor is that
Arcatans are car-oriented and don’t
walk into the business sectors.
However, a solution to the dilemma
has already begun.
Last week the
council awarded a construction bid for
more than $69,000 to the Redwood
Empire
tes.
This bid will
produce a 47-space parking lot at
Seventh and G streets. The contractor

agenda —

ot

If

the

council

approves

the

agreement, | to 6 percent cost of living
increases will be enacted

1989.

in 1988 and

In addition, a change was agreed
upon
in the Public Employees’
Retirement System. Now all deposits
made to an employee’s own retirement
account will be paid in full.
Previously, a mandatory portion of an
employee’s
retirement
contribution
went to a fund set up by the city.

“That is a complete distortion,”’
Dobkin said of the article. ‘*CSU tried
prematurely to get impasse declared,
before negotiations had come to a
standstill. The CFA has been pushing
for early resolution of the outstanding

issues since negotiations started.
‘| doubt anybody who is really

knowledgeable would find (the
Stateline article) was rooted in an ob-

jective observation of the situation.’’
The HSU faculty has more than 285
CFA members, which includes about
65 percent of all tenured faculty
members.

On Jan. 15, four CFA members, in.Cluding Derden and Dobkin, presented
a petition
to Assemblyman
Hauser in Sacramento.

Dan

As part of a charge that money
allocated for instruction had been
diverted

for administrative

petition requested
“*fund

instruction

uses,

the Legislature
—

the

to

cut administra-

tion.”” The petition was signed by 88
percent of HSU’s faculty.
The CSU Stateline stated this charge

was based on inaccurate figures.

|

An

© Continued from page 3
vironmentally sound

oil and the revenue it would
and made the issue part
election campaign

fi

a

i,

“If ag country needs oil and gas,

and if it is off of this coast,
then we

need to get into the lease sale which is
: ead beneficial for the county,’’
8
some opponents argue
te sigh roll fas off the North Coos!
have a negative i
ce the
Humboldt County tourist
‘There is nothing that provesa at it
would be detrimental to tourism at
all,’’ she said.

poke : aol to
rari the
the Peres
se
—_
‘Californ
=
+ coastal

a
nts
tion to saat auaredionocala.
and
native

energy

investment

before

developing
of Ave ‘‘most sensitive
areas off our coastline.”’
ei
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When you’re stuck in your room because
someone “pennied” your door.

b) When you spent all your money
video games and you still have to buy books
for Developmental
Psych.
c)

When
you just miss

selling thock edhah yaa

their voices and

ven diiias

One thing about parents: they love to hear what you've
been
up to.

But you should call them anyway.
And when they ask where you were last night, tell them
call using AT&T Long Distance Service
that you alw
because of
AT&T's high quality service and
exceptional value.
n they ask how your stud-

are going, remind them

ca AT&T gives you
immediate credit if you
dial a wrong number.

And when they ask

about your plans for the
weekend, note that you
cancount on AT&T for clear
lang distance connections.
And when, at last,

~,

a,

.) they rie you for using
ATS then—and only
then—vou might want to

mention those Psych books.

The right choice.
Oe

© 1986 AT&T

44090690
eee Od
45%*6O4%
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Y Center’s first director

retires after 20 years

By Susynne
Features editor

ing and the Retired Seniors Volunteer
Program.
**Tom and the center are one in the
same,”’ said former CCD assistant
director John Woolley. ‘‘It’s hard to

McElrone

There is nothing
change.

permanent

except

— Heraclitus

separate the two. Tom

of change.
Thee ©, held

several

lace.’’

different

‘|! chose a profession that’s
an unusual one, one I’ve
had to partly create

jobs before coming to HSU in 1967,
- but they were essentially the same as
his position with CCD — the goal of
his work

always

has

been

to

make

myself. I'm in the business

positive changes in others’ lives.

One of Parsons’

past professions

‘of providing people with

was working with Chicago street gangs
in the 1960s. He worked with gang
members, such as two boys named Boo
Boo Miller and Johnny Boy Richards,

self-esteem, and | sell it

wholesale.’
—Tom

and he was once threatened with a gun
thrusted into his stomach.

Parsons,

sary alternative
to down, not just a

nolegy was needed because shingled and

and

in the community

spoken

language

an

self-described

rabble-

probably will do ‘‘more of the same
7, of things’’ after he retires April

for the

1.

now he is making a
next month he will
Atlanta.
Parsons has taken
as educating local
tribes about their
transcribing their

into

a_

rouser — ‘‘but with taste’? — said he
has always always been an activist, and

create myself. I’m in the business of
roviding people with self-esteem,’
s said, ‘‘and I sell it wholesale.’’
Parsons has been making changes at

HSU

Parsons

CCD Director

**] chose a profession that’s an
unusual one, one I’ve had to partly

past 21 years, and
change in his life —
retire and move to
‘Through CCD,
on projects such
Native American
cultural past and

not have

been (directly)
for (all
CCD’s achievements), but his direction
- allowed for those things to take

Though it was first said more than
2,000 years ago, the saying still holds
true today — especially for Tom Parsons. For the director of the Center for
_Community Development, life consists

Parsons said he has always been ‘‘an

active person who
around.’’ When he

likes to move
heard about a

director’s position offered at a newlycreated community development center

in Arcata, he took the job, which he
described as ‘‘uniquely in my field.
‘*It’s a little bit of heaven,’’ he said,
‘*to be able to do for a profession what
at most enjoy in the world. And | do
ove (what | do).”’

alphabet

which can be passed on from genera-

tion to generation. He has set up
Braille plates in public places and
buildings in Humboldt County and
founded the Area Agency for the Ag-

Continued on next page

Ee Taal olen:
Cuts

326-4470

1642 G

0

a

entures

street

Arcata

SeU a
alas

822—8433

So

Happy Hour Daily
Open

7 days a week,

til 11:30p.m. Fri. & Sat. |

If the legislation did not pass and the
program had not becomea line-item
on
the governor’s
t, Parsons said
the program probably would not have
- existedas long as it has.

thirds
a § ren
rda-rate

brn a

e

admlaletrasion),

“I’ve mever

us)... on

® Continued from previous page
The CCD was created by the Higher
Education Act of 1965 to provide
resources for the university to extend

its grins Maier
to

up there in their ivory

And Parsons’ retirement may,

fect, also be the retirement of

and develop pro-

benefit the community.

or

felt the faculty (liked

tower, and
frankly, we’ve suffered for
it,’’ Parsons said.
- “The university in general has been
stiffly academic — not understood why
we’re here,’’

Tom Parsons

grams

oO
eo tie

in af-

the CCD

program, The university has not made

But

plans to replace Parsons’ position. InContinuing Education Director
stead,
the HSU-CCD office, which is the ,
William Murison will split his workday
representative center for the California
between his present position and ParState University system, did ‘‘not ac-

sons’,
‘*The chance for the center to continue doing what it has done (after |
leave), is very small,’’ Parsons said. ‘‘!
don’t think (Murison) can do (both

tually begin until | got here’’ in 1967,
Parsons said.
During his first two years at the
center, CCD successfully completed
more than 12 projects, including the
Humboldt Bay Development Project
and the American Indian Languages
and Literature Project. But in 1969,

jobs).”’

Murison

was unavailable

for com-

ment.
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sitions
‘This semantics deal is ridiculous. oom a game... It’s
@ step for her (Carbaugh’s) comeback. iis
Affairs

|

Commissioner

Darin

Price

said. The council will come up with

their own vote based on the petition’s
slltalabled
"TRB censiinibie ‘aii in

| Elpusan said he is confused about

what petition supporters want, noting

he could not figure out how the presilook — using the the
oe a

:
c
’* UC fee increase petition.
said Barry Osser, a co-author of the
“After they come with a petition
ly

Osser

.

the
” but does

was “‘poornot
the

judiciary could not ascertain the intent
of the petition.
“It’s all a game... it’s a step for
her Sent: ty comeback.’’
He said if the SLC gets to interpret

ped

a

pcr

be
hg ‘aan

ae

.

A

ee a teed ;

that is 99 percent wrong, they see it as a

game?

ite all the controversy, Marcus

said he had no objections to the
judiciary decision.
= ‘It is up to the council to get this
thing through,” he said. ‘‘Money is the
bottom line.”

“It took a lot of guts” for the stu-

dent judiciary to come out with its

by doing what the vanimous decision, he said.

The A.S. president was unavailable

| ‘‘They

for comment at press time.

followed the

played it safe and strictly
constitution.”’

is

March

National

|

Nutrition

4]

Month!!!

The Co-op Is Your

Headquarters For

Excellent Sources of
Essential Nutrients

and Fiber!

i

79

ae

Meteanion sate

eal

A.

i

i

i

i

i

Complimentary
Protein Breads

™

7

‘

DeatenencMcaes

i

)

Sesame/ Wheat Bread

7).

Now with Amaranth Flour Too!

bi

1.5 Ib. loaf
*1.10 sliced

1,04 unsliced fi:

Rolled Oats
32¢.,
reg.39¢
:

organic

9-Grain Bread
*

1.5 Ib. loaf

|

*1.15 sliced
*1.09 unsliced

CaP
Al. Prices Effective 3/24- 3/30
PRG HAY

Y

ade dak a
ve

See©
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oe
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WANT

’60s filled with conflict
at HSU over free speech
© Continued from front page
ae
magazine was published
bi-annually
at HSU by the Associated
Students. as a journatet department
laboratory. from 1957-68. It’s last
. editor was Alann Steen, taken hostage
last January in Beirut.

As an editor and writer for Hilltop-

per, Dodge wrote a number of interpretive articles that raised eyebrows
and
criticism
among
HSU’s
ad-

ministration. He was perhaps the most

aggressive student journalist on campus during a time in which campus ad-

ministrators believed the best way to
deal with fair comment and criticism
was to stifle it.

Durittg fall 1968, when Hilltopper
was publishing its last issue, the administration attempted to implement a
‘“‘Communications Code’’ for campus
publications. The code would have put

restrictions on the types of articles that

could appear in the campus press,
stating all editorial policies must conform to the code and ‘‘be sensitive to
the protection . . . of the university.’’

Although the code failed to be im-

plemented, the administration then
succeeded in convincing the A.S. to cut

funding
the

to The

newspaper

deemed

Lumberjack
ran

negative.

stories

because
that

were

In the last Hilltop-

per, Steen wrote an editorial denouncing the administration’s actions.
‘if they (administrators) are mature

enough to hold a position in college
government, they should be mature

enough to accept comments and
criticisms about themselves and theit
college,’’ Steen wrote.
James Turner, vice president for
academic affairs from 1965-68 and
now a sociology
professor, said he
couldn’t recall specific incidents of administrative criticism. He also left his
post before the Communications Code
issue, but said he ‘‘would have voted
against it.
“I’ve never been on a campus yet

that the administration was ever
delighted with the student press,’’ he
said.

‘‘One

generation

reason

gap

—

obviously

one

side

is

the

doesn’t

understand the other and vice versa. |!
expect that.’’

Still, Dodge said, despite seemingly.
‘‘liberal’’ leanings, most campus
publications work under a condition of
what

he

termed

‘‘repressive

tolerance,’’ with administrators saying
they allow a free press on campus until
it turns critical. Then they apply
pressure to change the content.
“‘Administrations have all the real
power in these things because they’re

going to be here a lot longer than the

four-year student,’’ Dodge said.
But almost certainly it was some of
Dodge’s articles during the years prior

to Steen’s column that shook campus
administrators and prompted the attempt at restrictions.

Among

other

stories,

he satirized

Please see DODGE next page

Berkeley dean criticizes coverage of Iran-Contra deal
pi Tom Verdin

Graduate

School

of Journalism,

who

said the nation’s press. suspended
critical inquiry of the administration
r’s note: Funds
overing this
for several reasons.
coal ¢ Reader PBiocst
Se spera's
from 1 the
s
Fountdion ‘|:
dikian’s comments were made.
March
7 at UC Berkeley during a
speech
at
a freedom of information
BERKELEY — There’s little doubt the
conference
titled ‘‘Keeping the Public’s
Reagan administration’s Iran-Contra
Business
Public.’’
The conference was,
arms-for-hostages deal is on a scale
sponsored
by
the
journalism
graduate
with the feastest of federal political
school
and
the
Northern
California
fiascos. But the American press didn’t
Chapter of The Society of Professional
get the story until it was revealed in Al
Journalists.
hiraa, a Beirut newspaper.
Bagdikian replaced consumer adThat failure to uncover ie ieee
vocate
Ralph Nadar, who cancelled as
Contra deal was criticizedb
the
conference’s
keynote speaker.
Bagdikian, dean of UC Ber
Secrecy in the Reagan administraTom Verdin is a one senior and tion led to the well-concealed deal,
is president of t
s chapter of Bagdikian said. And the sale of arms to
The Society of Pro weeiens
JourIran and the transfer of funds to the
nalists. He edited this section.
Nicaraguan Contras could ‘‘do

damage long after the official investigations are over,’’ he said.
Such ‘‘damage’’ included an overall
weakening
of “foreign
and a
possible victory for Iran over Iraq for
control of Persian Gulf oil.
But with such a
scandal,
Bagdikian said the American press was
"
y, the eau
quest ions are a
Tele,
ed, ‘Where were the

time? Why did the American
have

to

nd

on

an

ask this

magazine in
Beirut to discover there
was this coming and
of wellknown Americans
and
cakes?’ ’’ he asked.
“There were tons of armaments being
delivered
by ship
of dollars
were being
ple
of at. least

wrote ‘‘a blistering letand n
tio
his
ter’ to administrators.

“There was a lot of pressure—
not to have him

—

serious eau

speak. We wanted to bring him to caimpus because at that time homosexuality

was

ous vie at

t

and

interviewed

t

was something we knew diddley about.
The administration felt that was too
controversial for the first speaker —
they waited us to start with something
less controversial,’’ Dodge said.
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“This is what administrators éssen-

morning

Seer ar thks tine went the thin:
"

whet's
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happening
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“‘They’re

State

, with

incredible

semester
found 40 students
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ie
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Y ject relaxed,
full,

HSU

students

to me,

ale's

senl

@ swirl

were

After it was published,
campus drug dealers

ad

users.

and

said
ad-

ge
**] don’t recall any overt threats to
recall the funds or be oppressive, but
there was a sense (among administrators) of ‘Why should we fund
self-criticism?’
‘‘What college president wants to
read in a campus magazine that 10 percent of the campus is using drugs and
having that disseminated to the world
at large?’’ Dodge said.
But Dodge and the Hilltopper later
had a chance to turn tables on Siemens

when

the president

showed

up at a

Lumberjack staff meeting and criticiz-

After his term on the piimeapper:
Dodge said he was ‘‘
‘by

the administration when it hired him to
produce the Humboldt catalog. He
said he was hired to get his articles out
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That was also after
’s largest
bout with administrators, although this
issue did not concern the press — it
dealt strictly with freedom of speech.
In 1965, Dodge headed the Speakers’
Bureau, a student group formed to bring to campus ‘‘speakers the students
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18 years old.”’
But he also said the power to
disseminate information brought with
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‘*In the ‘50s, free speech was not advocated as great because people were
simply ravaged by the war,’’ he said.
Turner agreed any resistance the
HSU administration might have had to

speak on campus, In the wake of administrative criticism, Dodge resigned

that

rata terms of us raising all that
hell,
because a lot of it was just to raise
hell and be bad,’’ he said. ‘‘But that’s
what you’re supposed to do when your

(the wars) wanted peace — they didn’t
want to change the world.

Bike At
Peyote Beadwork 3/28
Beg. orn
ae

change

numbers of people.’’
Dodge said experiences separating
American ideals from American reality
y ge his desire to question society.
s a teenager living in Texas,
e
lacks ‘“‘living in
remembers seeing
shacks.
‘We'd always been taught this was a
reat coutitry — equality and liberty
or all. But that (seeing black shantytowns) was where the rhetoric and
the reality began to diverge,’’ Dodge
said.
For Dodge, writing about issues
directly concerning the campus’ youth
were his means of asserting rights.
‘‘We were young, restless and bored.
Looking back, I can sympathize with

said. ‘‘That era relates to a collective
complacency, a homogenization of
society. People who came through that

rights group based in San Francisco to

y

‘For example, this was the beginning of the sexual revolution
and the use
of explicit words that before hadn’t
been used. Sexual taboos began to
break down then,’’ he said. ‘‘It was the
start of : ext
,
of

tant to change in an era following
World War Il and the Korean War.
‘Unless you’ve lived through it, you
don’t know what it’s like,’’ Dodge

wanted to hear.’’
The group came under fire from administrators when, for its first Po
it arranged for a member of a gay

|

society

ministrators about controversial stories
were results of a society that was resis-

of circulation.

Tp

free speech was otily a reflection of

tially do. It’s not that they want in control, it’s public relations — ‘let’s start
with less controversy and build up.’
that’s not a bad idea.”
ane
the group brought the
speaker anyway, and the speech was
successful but controversial.
But by
that time, the Free Speech Movement
started at Berkeley had
to nearly every university,
the nation’s
youth had erway begun to question
authority.
“By t
it was all going up, with
Vietnam protests and
SDS (Students
for a Democratic Society) starting. By
then, there was open antagonism
against administrations as controlling
your freedom,’’ Dodge said. ‘‘University administrations were seen as just
another part of the military-industrial
complex.”’
For Dodge, his clashes with ad-
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perceivitig
abuses by the media —
abuses for which the First Amendment requires toleration. But the
constitutional latitude that allows
some media abuses also accounts
for dissemination of the most

Americans,
collectively the
world’s beacon for free expression,
are rife with misconceptions about
their own First Amendment.

feder

California,

momentous stories — stories of fail-

e

government

el,

ane

‘in

that

a

and

press.

;

These laws are vital to a meéan-

As the U.S. Supreme Court wrote

‘ingful doctrine of fréedom of ex-

“The
of this nation have ordained
in the light of history, that,
in spite of the probability of excesses and abuses, these libesties

otherwise starve the marketplace of

‘den
view

information statutes, which we now

One measure of Free
maturity, in this era of
terest,’’ will be

of the First Amendment

John Zelezny is anh assistant proJessor in the HSU journalism
department and a lawyef licensed by
the State Bar of California.

.
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and sessions
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Foremost
among
these
misconceptions is a notion that the
freedom-of-expression guarantee is
merely a special privilege for the
press. Actually, it was intended, and

tO

requite

government

policy and corrup-

and

are,

in 1940:

pression,

for

goveriment

information by
secret. But these

in the long view, essential to

could

operating in
freedom-of-

take for granted, must be defended

enlightened opinion and right conduct on the part of the citizens of a

against

slative tampering

th

could weaken them.

democracy.’
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Some journalists say

eneral

nferenice

and

he

the

public

shoulders

shor

:

light

we

panel

ek

or

journalist

onals

tl

ied

student

voca

them

mes
0
smay at the
journalists being afforded the | _ Beyond *
. without

.

review | portant for the sttident-jowenalist to

prior

Frets & fasaliy edvieer.

as SLC

such

ensure everyday events,

tent

every

ace and the
problem is a

ve

wa

important

con- | its
to control

tion came a | ‘‘reguilar’’

overwhelmingly,
**yes.””

ty to

aggressive |

the

position.

eek’

eer

audience

Gater,

Golden

the

J

oda

said | stance that since there is no prior |
review of content, the students are ac-

That suit contends student newspapers

in the California State University
system should be allowed to endorse

tually the

publisher

‘
To
It turns out, however, Burks reviews |

4

hing in the Golden Gater prior to

Hen Furniss is a journalism senior |

polic
ay. ssl

that could result from a student-

i

written article — such as libel or simply |

It would be incorrect to say there | gross factual errors. Because of this,he | For

misunderstanding

sion also existed

of the case. Confu-

By Burks’ exercising this “right’’ he

about just who the | i creating

ublisher
is and where liability rests.
But The Lumberjack meron dl he

tle $ suit.
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| Name of the newspaper — a rightnow | Burks appeared to fear difficulties |

porta

Mexican
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ication. It is no surprise, then, that |
is concerned
about who is deemed |

student- | was no support for The Lumberjack’s | reads all material in the Golden Gater |

for The Lumberjack.
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with the The Lumberjack’s

Almost | disagreed

when The LumberNot so, however
,
’s Title $ lawsuit was mentioned, |

way to]
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meeting | '

for

and edit

journalists
to realize this and watchfor | position, ‘but. there was a lot of | before it goes to press.
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Government officiate close deole too olin
pans

By Tom Verdin
tor’s
ie
om
ran

viet
seuss

Funds"oror
the

vied

bys

rom

nERRELEY. — Government

for the

ai cra

people and ‘by the people — that’s the | o
ficials will TSdo allan they can +> conduct|
business without the

in 1988; the E

water board|

locked the public out of about 80 per-

cent of its meetings, and four school

beards in the area closed their doors to
the public during about 40 percent of
their meetings. In addition, two area
city councils spent 10 and 17 percent of
their meeting
times in closed session.
Statistics for the northern San Diego
County city were compiled by Frank
Mickadeit, a reporter for the city’s
néwspaper,
the Times-Advocate.
_ Mickadeit dsresara the figures as examples of
disregard for the state’s open
meeting law
“Boards need
to change
their
hilo
y,’’ Mickadeit
**Most
oards

leok for excuses as to why to go

into closed sessions. They should instead look for reasons to stay out.’’
Mickadeit was one of four open
meeting law experts who —
during
the March

confereftice

7 Freedom of

at

UC

Information

Berkeley.

The

Soak

ery of the act.

|Forgesome interpreta.

The Brown Act applies to elected
government bodies, including city
councils, boards of su
nd
planning
commissions. In part, it ré—
meetings of such
s to be open to everyone
advance notice of meetings.
also required to adhere strictly to their
agendas, and must provide opportunities hesor persons to speak.
Exemptions to this act, in which
political bodies can close meetings to

the press and public, include matters

about personnel, national or public
secutity, real estate negotiations and
pending litigation.
Many press organizations have attempted to clarify the ‘‘pending litigation’’ exemption,
because some
government bodies have closed their
Reprinted from the Student Press Law Center Report, Fall 1986.
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FOIA. ‘‘it’s only by strenuous opposito these (attempts at secrecy) can
y be stopped. Opposition has to
take
in public.
‘Unless people pressure their
tatives in Congress, I don’t
think we can maintain the openness we
a now te the ape ae savsietny
e

to getoff t

daeidirabe

ty

and not just sit back and

take whatever (restrictions) come.
When we do lean on public officials,

they

listen to us.”’

FOIA

states most documents

from the executive branch of the
federal government must be open for
ic review. Agencies also have a

definite

quested

period of time to produce re-

documents.

shar tet act does not apply be tie one

who spoke at a panel
Freedom of Informa-

the public. = —_
com

m

ou

favor of

the

has
act

atabmahuseas in 1966, and it’s
press’ responsibility to bring
government attempts at secrecy to the
public, he said.
“We've got to use it or lose i.
Mackenzie
said in reference to t

legislature
or the president’s staff.
In ran
cage certo aaeedaee
under
specific
statutes
ng
national security or foreign
lic
secrets, trade or financial ectete, o
oo memos, are exempt from the
Documents available from each
tment body are listed in the
ederal Register.
California also has a public records
act similar to the FOIA that provides
access to records of state and local
agencies. Such
cies include
rtments, bureaus,
rds, commissions,
school districts or municipal organizations, but don’t apply to the legislature
or courts.
There are also exemptions from

a"

”

i cd

he

rs

es

rs

California’s law, but there must be an
“overriding public interest’?
making documents open.

in

not

Seventy to 80 percent of FOIA users

are large corporations trying to obtain

information about competitors, rath
than the press, said Mike Hammer, investigative reporter for The Daily
Oklahoman.
Despite
rent accessibility to

government
ments, pafielists said
most agencies are reluctant to release
information, often taking months to
open requested documents. But Hammer said it was important not to be in-

timidated.
“When

eect

for something
and
don’t close
very, very speci
case if they refuse your
requests —
it,”’
said. ‘‘The
best way
public records public is using
FOIA
as much as possible
on fi
ies, reminding them they have
Obligation to the public.’’
The Department of Defense and
CIA

are

the

‘“‘worst

Reprinted from the Student Press Law Center Report, Winter
1984-85.

be
the
apto
the

He said the worst case he encountered was when he attempted to
get information

and

an

Hammer said, because, ‘‘They want to
deny everything.”’
Another barrier to getting records
through the FOIA is the use of fees
agencies
often impose for ‘‘copying’’
or ‘‘processing’’
charges. Although
the
FOIA has made the news media exempt from paying all but reasonable
service fees, Mackenzie said agencies
still try that tactic to deter efforts to get

FBI

about how

destroyed

critical of the government.

the

departments,’’

the

the CIA

documents

“‘The CIA wanted $30,000 up front
before they would even
n the
search.
The
fee eventually got
waived,’ he said.
There is no specific FOIA fotm to
request documents, but Mackenzie said
it is best to telephone agencies before
writing specific requests. He also said it
was unnecessary to specify why the information is wanted.
‘‘But there are times when you
shouldn’t use the FOIA. Just walk into
the office,’’ he said.
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and clarified. But many times, he said,

retreats are used to decide
policy.
These meetings are
ly
to
the public, but Wheaton said
rds
often conduct them ‘‘hundreds of
miles’’ from their districts. That effecph
eliminates public attendance, he
said.
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all materials such as cancelled

is one of those
resources
water
for
best suited

i

study. We have this natural

Re

focredit
cord blues

laboratory in our backyard,”’
“a said.
natural laboratory is the Six
Rivers Basin area, which Harper
said contains about 40 percent of
‘the state’s runoff.
to get a $2 million
haines

‘New
wave
education
coming
soon to HSU

Janet put down the phone. She

was shaking. The collection agency

had just threatened to take her to

Water may be the wave of the
grant for a five-year study on the
future at HSU.
of water transport out of
y Professor John talent | effects
;
the basin.
HSU has the
Harper
California and even
areas.””
H
used part of his 1985
to develop an informasabba
an inter-departmental

that Weald provide @
eonewerk for @ new curriculum

pro-

water resources
policy minor made
of coursework from seven or
ht majors. It may include a
summer internship program in

ae

tions.

if the economics would allow
that.’’
Such a study would involve 12
to 15 facult y and 50 to 75

toll-free number she was assured it
would be corrected.
It never was.
Instead interest accumulated, she

boon for collaborative research,

payments and the bill grew larger.
When Janet called the consumer

fell behind with her monthly

students, he said.
“TI see this as a major campus

and act as the basis for research in
local water management.
The idea expanded into a
farther-reaching curriculum program, including a recently-instated

which students gain experience in
large water management corpora-

a credit card six months ago.
When she called the company’s

could be shipped down south, even

all over
‘attract students fromsurroun
ding

Studies,

was billed twice for tires bought on

fuse the argument that (the water)

that will

es
os dbp
eeuaee
Water
for
as Center

postmarked today.
Her problems started when she

He believes the results will ‘‘dif-

to put together a water resource

management

court if a check for $500 was not

with students, faculty and the comall involved.
munity
‘‘Problems associated with water

action office for help she learned
how she could have prevented her
problems.

When a creditor makes a billing

resources are not going away —
they are getting worse in California,’’ Harper said. He believes the
center for water resources research
can train a new generation of
water managers who are equipped
to deal with these growing problems.
The program could draw international attention to HSU as an
institution of choice for water
research, Harper said.

error, the Fair Credit Billing Act
requires them to correct the error
promptly without damaging the
consumer’s credit rating. The
company has 90 days to fix the error or acknowledge in writing
within 30 days the consumer’s

complaint.

When Janet continued to receive
inaccurate invoices she wrote to

slips, telephone
checks, charge
are kept.
letters
and
records
up in court
end
matter
Should the
substanhelp
these documents will
tiate the case.
For problems concerning a local
business, go in and talk to the
manager in a calm manner. Angry
accusations rarely elicit positive actions. Instead people just get
defensive or disregard your complaint, attributing it to a personality problem.
In a clear, strong voice explain
your case in specific terms: ‘‘This
is what happened, and what | want
done is. . .”’ Don’t be tenative or
‘vague. “I think .. . what happened

is... I’m not sure but...”

Whatever you do, don’t threaten
court action. That should be
reserved as a last resort.
Sure, conflicts do come up, but
if prompt action is taken and a

complete ‘‘paper trail’’ is kept, the
chances of receiving harrassing
calls from creditors are minimized.

Kathy Nixon is the coordinator
of the Office of Consumer Action,

an Associated Students-funded

program. Her column appears
weekly.

Editor in Chief of Insight magazine
Editor in Chief of The Washington Times

Arnaud de Borchgrave
“Glasnost*: truth or consequences?”

Breakfast served
Monday through

Friday from

7:30am-10:00am

1 egg, hashbrown, Live entertainment
featured on
and 2 pieces of
Wednesdays
toast for $1.75
and Fridays.
plus daily specials

"“Glastnost is Gorbachev's program of alleged democratization in the Soviet Union.”

*
¢
¢
¢

Newsweek senior editor for 25 years (1955-1980)
.
Co-author of the best seller The Spike
Co-author of Monimbo
Senior Associate at Georgetown University Center for
Strategic /International Studies

Monday, April 6 3:30 — 5p.m.
Kate Buchanan Room

HOURS
Monday preae Thursday 7:30am-10:30pm
y 7:
Sunday 5pm-9pm

Nelson Hall

. complimentary tickets available at:

Ticket Office
after March 23
A

CEES

ASS

popcorn,
sandwiches and
wine are served.

SESS

SS

Concert:

Grape, 8-10

span
ree.

p.

., Depot.

Fre.

al, noon, Fulkerson Recital Hall

ST oni Beat tattoo fe

: Mdfhew Cook Jam-

Dering Ovo

it, 9:55 p.m.

Minor: The Color

, 7 p.m. and The

Heart 00 6 kanahy

unter. 0 :40 p.m.

EVENTS
Fisheries Seminar: Mark Moore of Caltrans will

Z

, 10 a.m.
Career Development Center:

HE

-2

p.m.,

NHE 119

6

pmmities,

Bays

;

WORKSHOPS

7
FRIDAY

orestry,

py

in

NR,

3 p.m.,

—

Fisheries,

NHE

119.

Summer

Hunting in NR. 5:30 p.m., NHE 106.
YWCA:

.

MUSIC

| Concert: Revelation Times, 4-6 p.m., Depot. .
Free.
j
Bergies: Wild Hare Jambalaya: Monkey Time

Youngbergs: Latin Keys Old Town Bar & Grill:

Career Development Centér: ing
Frere

meeting, 8 a.m.,

|

of Kenya, 5p.m., Atheneum. Free.

Anonymous:

118.

talk about Caltrans fisheries projects, 4 p.m., NR
esentation: The Physical and Cultural
rd rai

Writing

Sere, '2 a.m., NHE 119.

Relaxation

Training,

FILM

Job

Wednesdays

Arcata: Ster Trek IV, 7:45 p.m. and Star Trek

iH, ar
Minor:

through April 8, 5:30-6:30 p.m., 730 H St,

oe

Heart
is a Lonely

Eureka, 442-6955.

eae

7 p.m.

, 9:40 p.m.

and The

Cinematheque: Ballad of a Soldier, and Blue
ro grt 7 p.m., Founders Hall Auditorium. $2.

0

Say

Donations accepted.

MUSIC
Eureka inn-Rathskeller Mathew Cook Jambees: Dirty Money with Paul Mason Old
Youngbergs:

Town Bar & Grill:
To
Dering Duo

—
FILM

Minor The Color Purple,
Heart is a Lonely Hu
=
recon

7 p.m. and The

. 9:40 p.m.

7 p.m., Goodwin Forum.

,

North Coast Jazz Festival, 1 p.m., Collegeof

ihe Redwoods Forua a mare wiotwtian , call
“8411, ext.
520,
or 722.
None tee Seema a nen. See
For

general.

tudents,
;
'
more information, call 442-2334.

*

students, 7 p.m., Art 102. Free.

Chemistry

Seminar:

Semiconductors:

Transition

From

Metal Oxide

Earrings

to

Photovoltaics. by Dr. Clyde Davis, 4 p.m.,

Science A 564. Free.
Women's History Month: Update on
Decade for Women. discussion on

UN-

women have initiated since 1985 Nairobi Conference, 7-9 p.m., YWCA, 730 H St., Eureka,
442-6955.

a

Study,

noon,

SLC

Chambers,

Library 56

formation, call

by

26. For more in.

'6-4950

or 826-4249.

SPORTS
Track: Stanford Invitational, ail day, Palo Alto

Rugby: vs, MoGeorge Law School, 11 am., 1

Slide-Lecture: Art professorDavid LaPlantz
presents jewelry and metalwork by himself and

‘

Arcata: Star Trek IV. 7:45 p.m. and Star Trek

WW, 9:55 p.m.

Amen Somebody, a documentary about

black gospel music,

THURSDAY

|

FILM
Arcata: Star Trek IV. 7:45 p.m. and Star Trek

|
|
|;

Eureka Inn-

Nelson

SPORTS
qi rack: Stantord invitational, all day, Palo
Men's

Volleyball: at Sacramento State, 7:30

p.m.

Peg

ed.
Men's

and 3 p.m.,

, location to be announc-

vs.

Crew:

Bay

State

Area

Fresno State, 19
1
p.m.,

Round

Robin,

Sacramento

SUNDAY

29
MUSIC

Concert: Reggae with Strictly Roots, 9 p.m.,

Toppers, Arcata.
622-6656.

For

or
Arcata:

Trek

Minor:

Blue Velvet,

eee

ee

Wild, 9:10 p.m

251 F St., Arcata.

more

IV, 7:45

information,
;

p.m

rae

7 p.m.

call

and Star Trek

and Something

Fomilte Socie
ty, ,7 p.m,
For more
information
—

MUSIC

Jambalaya: Meridian Green and Gene Par.

sons

ILM

Arcata:

-

Star Trek IV, 7:45 o.and
m.
Star

teau H, 9:66 p.m.

Minor: Blue Velvet, 7 p.m. and Something

Wild, 9:10 p.m.

WORKSHOPS
Counseling and Psychological Services: Person
i
= a
;
1, ee
areer

Development

Center: Peace

and
ties in NA, Fisheries, W
orestry, 4 p.m., NHE 119. |
Techniques Workshop, 10 a.m., NHE 119.

Arcata: Star Trek IV, 7:45 p.m. and Star Trek

Ht, 9:55

scr

Poetry

Reading:

Author

Jim

pepte:
Mest: Ante Cpeagy
Welionao CieLE
on nie

enon

p.m.

Minor: The Color

. 7 p.m.

Heart is a Lonely
, 9:40
Cinematheque:
Ballad of a
4

p.m.

and The

Teste Worshan 10-11:30 a.m., House

71,
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This column is the second of a

|.

troublesome is both policies were

|

'S

editor

between The

owner

Salmi 's policy has been revised
by the editorial
and et
t is just now being
board
presented to the journalism departthe rest of the newspaper

in the arena of student journalism,
no rea real ownership exists.
Here, a system of selection and

fact that the adviser
was not brought into the process
may prove fatal to the adoption of
the students’ policy.
Seemann would like to have the

|
and adviser. —
On professional newspapers, the

|
|
‘

=

oe

=

|

keep the power firmly

hand,

3

owner is simple— if the

and

Mentand
way the editor runs | a
-] doesn’t like thethe owner
him.
fires
,
| the
And the
al is set up, usually apenty

support of his revision.
a,
But Salmi must have the support

ap roved by bot

or charter

At HSU. ia

ee of hiring :

of the journalism department —

;

without assurance by the depart-

is placed solely in the hands

newspa
1979 ~~

ng ey eee

—

Seemann, the

that = se

y, it is worthless.
abide by the
policy diluting
’s
And with Salmi

advices, |
ly ——

the adviser’s power, it will pro-

But now both Seemann and

bably never get approved by the

Editor Steve Salmi have written

department.
Seemann even has the advantage
of time: I f his policy cannot get
from this editorial board,
sg
he’ll just wait a semester and try

revisions to the policy — revisions

with conflicting views on, among
other things, the hiring and firing
of editors.
Salmi, along with Managing
Editor Clifford Schuster, has writ; if apten a revision that
, give the students a much

.
again.

review of any member of

process.
The revision would set up an

adviser.

flunked the ELM.

“You aren’t a person anymore,”
At | a.m. everyone panics when
a journalism professor intoned
last Snickers and can of Jolt is
the
|
‘
during lecture, ‘‘you are a jourgone. Somebody makes coffee that
nalist.’’
doubles as paint remover.
He may be right. Psychotic, but
right.
At 3 a.m. the Tagamet with the
We are taught journalism is a
Maalox chaser is passed out.
calling, sort of like the priesthood.
Somebody loses a headline, and
This is true. More than one
the entire staff crawls around tryjournalism student has found God
ing to find it. It’s found sticking to
after staying up all night working
the sports editor’s shoe.
on a story.
Did Dan Rather start this way?
Your career takes a lot of time.
The professional attitude and
Classes, doctor appointments and
decorum of a journalist is to be
social engagements are blown off
kept up at all times — even when
so you can cover a story.
the meeting you’re covering gets
Your career takes so much time
boring.
you don’t have a chance to do the
I took great satisfaction in learnlittle things that make life bearable
ing even the ‘‘professional media”’
— like laundry. Many the jourfidget.
nalist has run off to cover a city
Go to a board of supervisors
council meeting wearing no socks
and matching underwear.
meeting sometime. When the
Journalists, as a rule, take their
cameras aren’t rolling, professional
work home with them. You have
journalists play with their pens,
nightmares about missing
pick their noses, clean their
walkand
stories
losing
nes,
deadli
nails, . . . (But then, so do the

Journalists are so preoccupied
they make lousy lovers. ‘‘How was

writers, the 22-year-old Mayhew committed suicide.
He was despondent about the Review’s lack of support, particularly by the professional media.

investigative article about

unprotected

stu-

dent computer files at the University of Delaware
led only to administrative harassment — and the
suicide of the campus paper’s editor.
‘The Review ran the story with quotes from
several students who claimed to have broken into
restricted data. A follow-up story dealt with the ad-

ministrations’ investigation of the student hackers
with the head

—

investigator reported to have a

criminal record.
Soon after publication, administrators called
editor-in-chief Ross Mayhew with threats to keep
him from graduating. Mayhew and three others
were also questioned by university police, but all
four refused to respond.
Shortly after running a story about threats to
.
yersecute the hackers as well as several Review staff

%

;

|

a|

e

e |
@ |
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Wingfield was named university
When —
reported a number of
newspaper
president, the
including $15,000 exWingfield,
of
stories critical
penditures toward his inauguration ceremony and
the remodeling of his house.
Two

months

later, Wingfield

Wingfield was fired at the end of the school year,

and Thompson returned indefinitely as

cians manatee

Admission
$10
ere

ere

wee eee

ei

| am NOT...

reece

paper fights for control

UNLV

The University of Nevada-Las Vegas student
government, that covers more than half the campus
newspaper’s publication costs, has insisted on controlling the paper’s content.
Two years ago,‘ the student senate removed

the

paper’s editor in favor of an inexperienced, progovernment appointee.
Most recently, editor

Carmen

Zayas

disclosed

that a student senate presidential candidate carried
too few units to run. The articles prompted the
senate to declare the candidate ineligible, and led to

a successful senate vote for Zayas’ dismissal.
Zayas said the paper’s First Amendment rights

were violated, but the senate is considering a currevision to allow it to choose the
rent constitutional
°
:
paper’s editor. Source: 1986-87 Freedom of Information Report, SPJ-SDX.

“March 28 @ Saturday

Theatre

© CASA(Community Action to Stop Abuse)

[iJ
¥

Doors Open 8:00 ¢ Show 8:30

General
$6 « Students

e

Presents...

Comedy Team of
Lank & Earl

Plus a special guest star

*

& CAPP(Child Assault Prevention Project)

Comedy
Stand-Up
Live
‘Aseenonte
March 27°Friday
ar yo

p.m. & 9:00 p.m.

NOT a. journalist!

| am

°

on

TWO SHOWS

adviser.

1 am NOT a journalist!

Lg

A

lining at Harel .
Tee.”

‘‘reassigned”’ ad-

viser Jerry Thompson to a public relations position.
The decision was based on ‘‘audit reports.”

2nd & C St., Eureka

Wednesday
i

Northern Illinois University’s paper questioned
the activities of the new campus president and in
turn lost its adviser.

EAGLE

COMEDY NIGHT
March 25th

a.

Adviser wins battle for job

supervisors).

Journalism is an addiction.

He

An

what kind of pizza

to order and gossiping about who

boMeauisniseee

ditor’s suicide linked to threats

editors shout things coneach other’s parentage and

night, debating

notices).

Lumberjack editorial board or the

editor selection board of three

_

terrible part is that nobody else

The

:

sexual practices with household objects. They goof around until mid-

ing into the newsroom naked. (The

Note: This column was written,
edited and printed without prior

greater say in the hiring and firing

oF justtooklke
Be

supposed to be there .

p.m. there’s a bitch

33

Seemann’s revision, on the other

les

\ —

4

|

:

poet
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are a
The editors arrive at 8 p.m.

"Performance [2(hg

A Special Benefit

Featuring

THE EARL THOMAS BLUES
BAND with special guest

ff

Wendy Waller

fied

Admission
$5 per person

gm

open 8:00 p.m.
Doors

:

HOURS
M-Th 6:00 - 9:00 Sun 12:00 - 5:00

ee

amp

rears

1
filmmaker Maxi Cohen
or earl
advertisement in the Village
people. About - looking for
murderer,

inc’
victim,

ft

a

a
- :

a

maphrodite wie" tete’ the betrayed

ee
pe

pr

t

wil

en

eeanes

“Day

a.

mae gets ath a

take

Litas
"

Ba

herself
by becoming
a woman
and a
sadist
who is a Wall Street analyst by
day. Interviews with these poopie are
featured in Cohen’s film, ‘‘Anger,”’
which she has entered in this year’s
Humboldt Film Festival. .

ade
et ge

Ss t

oldest student run film estival in the
United States and is recognized as one

of the top five independent competitions in the lation.
filmmakers
Over 100 coer
festival so far, some

Wendy

Dallas, is a film about AIDS.

An inde
at the
ent
maker and instructor
filmpend

Tampa, Charles Lyman will be judging
“Ura Aru (the backside exists),’’ by
Gary Hill, is a film inspired by the notion of ‘‘acoustic palindromes,’’ aural
versions of written palindromes in the
Japanese language.
“The great thing about the Humboldt Film Festival is it brings a large
quantity of high quality work to the
area, and it’s work

you wouldn’t see

unless you were in a big city, simply
because it’s not as accessable as regular
film is,’’ Fox said.

‘‘Computer
Magic,’’
from
Cinemagic Productions, is a documentary about computer animation. It has

All film and video entries will be
judged by a Film Festival screening

the Professional Media Network and
the 34th Columbus International Film
and Video Festival.
‘Argentina, the Broken Silence,”’
from Victor Fridman Productions, is a
socio-political documentary outlining
Argentina’s history from Juan Peron

judges will select the best works from

won best documentary awards at both

to the present.

committee the week before the judges
see them. Both the committee and the
experimental,
animation
and
documentary categories in 16mm and
videotape formats.

All entries will be presented during
the week of the festival at 8 p.m. in
Gist Hall Theater.
‘Here, every single film that comes

and

University

calles

of Florida,

in. will be screened. Most film
o- only the judges’ choice,’’
said.
Pat Oleszko, a perf
and independent filmmaker from

York City,

and

enaaen

Preparation for
eced'h sae unk

fests
Fox

tae

been
ae

artist
New

i ili

from as far away as India and Eu
;
‘‘Being an independent filmmaker
means
you don’t have everything a
production company has, which means
a huge budget, but there’s a lot more
freedom of expression.
‘The artistry of the filmmaker is a
much greater factor than in large productions, so you can have a lot greater
insight into the real ideas behind the
film. That’s what makes independent
film really interesting and they can be
extremely-hard
hitting too,’’ said
Michael Fox, theater arts junior and.
co-assistant coordinator of the fest.
The films and videos submitted deal
with a wide range of subjects. ‘‘Coming of Age,’’ by Marc Huestis and

i I

have entered the

is one of three judges for

this year’s event. Before judging and
conducting workshops during festival
week, Oleszko will incorporate film,
sound and sculpture in a
performance
at 8 p.m. April 3 in Gist Hall Theatre.
Peter Rose, a performance artist, independent filmmaker and an instructor
at the Philadelphia College of Art will
also judge
films and conduct
workshops.

‘*Peter Rose is interesting in his performance, but his specialty seems to be
things with voice and language
manipulation, using
uage and image at the same time,’’ Fox said.
In addition
to the
judges’
workshops, in which they will discuss
their own techniques and methods, a

ings will be $2 per evening or $9.50 for
all six evenings. Tickets for evening
screenings are available at the University Center Ticket Office, NHE,
and will
be soldat the door.
:

Art celebrates women
Oy Caste Somer
are combined in a
Katie Whiteside,
tions major, has
hand-colored

B

symphony of colors.
a senior public reladisplayed a set of
black-and-white

In celebration of International
Women’s Month, the A.S. is sponsorSeries
called ‘‘Head
photographs
ing a multi-media art show in the Stunote.
humorous
a
strikes
that
No.1,”’
dent Access Gallery in Karshner
a
with
head
ed
disembodi
a
one,
In
Lounge.
a
above
lies
scarf covering its mouth
The works on display include color
‘Weekly World News’’ magazine with and black-and-white photography,
the garish headline, ‘‘Human Head
pastels, ceramics, aluminum sculpture
Transplant!’’
and oils.
Other pieces include Raku sculpture
The women have employed a variety
by Gigi Cooper titled ‘‘Vesselforms,”’
of themes in their work.
art bronze by Elizabeth Neuhaus called
One black-and-white photograph by
and ink on glass
“From the Oe
Sharon Blair depicts three blonde todwall hangings by Zanna Vegsundvaag.
dlers draped in white sheets and
display is a
Another striking
diapers. It is titled ‘‘Trois d’Un.” Kathy Hartje titled
silkscreen print by
Another shows one of the triplets in
a lithograph by
and
‘Country Roads’’
thoughtful contemplation and is called
name students
a
with
the same artist
‘Un de Trois.”’

A set of large dry

pigment abstracts

by Theresa La Lome “Gominates
et, of the ga
nort
slash

t

iy

,

the

‘should

identify

with,

‘'No

Breakthrough Without Breakage.
play will be showing through
.
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Writer seeks to show truth

By Qebe King
pena eniee
Jim

Not any

deatiis, ee

AFT

|

writer who has recently returned to Ar-

‘cata

to teach

in the

department.

HSU

writes

se ~~ novels. But that’s
can do.
sata
dines from
studies
in
said he started
writing in

at omen
press

m

English
>

mot all Dodge
HSU with a
1967. Dodge
his third
year

“*T had a desire to ex-

ban

After graduating,
entered the
ee
University of lowa Writer’s
orkshop

where

master’s

-he

received

a

degree in fine arts. He then

taught at a women’s college in lowa
before returning to California.
Dodge
lived in Redwood Valley for a
r,t
moved to an isolated ranch
n western Sonoma County where he

lived for 14 years. There he worked as
a shepherd, apple picker, woodcutter
gambler to support his writing.
Dodge
said there is a lot to be learned from gambling. ‘‘Many of the
things that you have to bring to writing
y to gambling,’’ Dodge said.
things
include
equanimity, pro-

longed

and

intense

concentration

under stress, and the risk of always
having something at stake, whether it’s
money or your idea of yourself.’’
Both writing ee
are skills
that require long
arduous
practice.
“T think equanimity is finally what
pulls you through in gambling and in
“ik,

they

“ey
ton

|

its own
Jim

learn
to t
wan
Er.
oe

tells his students if

a

|

PR Denees real passion. He

a
as mee toterenaniee
» in 20 novels,’’ acae

He said

to Dodge.

ng

tes right to the truth
na tea
densest information a
use
poetry
Dodge loves

‘it contains truths, not facts, that help

people live their lives with a clearer
and a larger heart.” ‘‘Poetry is t
& and away,’’ he
hardest of _
art
said, ‘‘It is also the most rewa
‘‘FUP,”’
first novel,
Dodge’s
published in 1983, was an immediate

success. It made the New York Times

Best Seller List and Dodge received an
amount

unheard-of?’

‘almost

of

money for the sale of the book and its
movie rights. ‘‘Suddenly I was awash
in fame and money,” he said. Neither
the fame nor the money lasted long,
but Dodge didn’t expect them to.
Using humor in his writing, Dodge
seeks to communicate truth and beau-

ty. In his opinion, life is a process of
continual

refinement

a :

a

of

beliefs.

‘‘I

think that you limit yourself by taking
= a

n:
writing and
teaching,
strives to be useful. He h
ole
people see their lives and their potentials

more

clearly.

‘Il

think

people

should do what caswers their heart,’’
e concludes wit a maniacal grin,
=
find satisfaction deep down
side.’’

in-

He will conduct an informal discussion and read from his poems and
short prose Tuesday, in Goodwin
Forum. The discussion will be held
from 2-3 p.m. and the reading will
begin at 8:15 p.m.
Both are free.

—Tom Verdin

Dodge's latest novel, “Not Fade Away,” will be published in August.

Hunan spices lunch
The restaurant also offers an exten-

By Carite Sawyer

sive menu.

Are you bored with burritos? Tired
of tacos? Is there no pizzaz in your pizza? You say your sandwich no longer
titillates your tastebuds?
For lo, these many years students
have been t
by a combination of
proximity
w (relatively) prices into eating a monotony of fast foods.
Day after day students on minimal
have eked out their lunch
dollars on hamburgers, pizza, sandwiches and doughnuts. Those who are
more health conscious splurge on
salad.
Gourmands

rejoice!

Relief

from

gastronomic rigormortis is at hand.
Hunan Village Restaurant on 18th
Street offers a $4.85 all-you-can-eat
Chinese buffet. It’s cheap, delicious
and carries an added attraction
— you
can stuff yourself to the point of
overload
The buffet menu includes a hot soup
— usually corn-flower, egg-drop or hot
‘n’ sour — egg rolls, crab-cheese puffs,
salad, crispy noodles, chow mein and
fried rice.
There are three more main dishes
that change
from day to day. One day
there
may be Kung Pao beef, vegetable
medley (a combination including broccoli, cauliflower and onions in a light
sauce), lemon Chicken and an unnamed chicken dish in a teriyaki sauce with
zucchini.

Another day the menu might include
broccoli beef, Kung Pao chicken and
sweet ‘n’ sour pork. And there is
always the bottomless pot of tea included in the price of the meal.

entrees are comprised of

Cantonese
and
Hunan-Szechuan
dishes. Hunan-Szechuan is a
regional
distinction in Chinese cuisine.
Dishes

originating

there usually include chiles

—

and

peppercorns

the

sauce

and

are very

ot.
An example of this is the dry-braised
prawns dish. The sweet-spicy flavor of
prawns,

complements

the fire in your mouth.

An

petizer

fat

tender

noticeable if you can ignore

interesting
menu

feature

is the Po

of the apPo

Plate.

A

small brazier is brought to your table
with slices of beef on a skewer along
with a chunk of pineapple and cherry.
These are grilled on the brazier. The
plate also includes paper-wrapped
—
deep-fried prawns and egg
Family-style dinners are also offered
ranging from the Canton dinner at
.25 per person to the Seafood dinner
at $12.95 per person. Dinners are for
two or more people. They include ap-

7

‘Open DailyM—F

Sat.

2p.m.—2am.
11am.

—2

am.

C. me to the Island
Paradise!

tire de ci for every person Over

Pina Colada $1.50

For instance, the Canton dinner
begins with wonton soup, egg rolls,
barbecued
pork slices and deep-fried
wontons.
The entrees include broccoli
beef, steamed rice, sweet ‘n’ sour pork,
for two people, black-mushroom
chicken for three, and prawns with
lobster sauce for four.
An easy stroll across the HSU footbridge, Hunan Village is located at $27
18th St. The lunch buffet is served
weekdays from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Maitai $1.75
7 — Midnight

editor

The 1986-87 men's basketball season

was one of ups and downs for coach
rare: Blue Collar squad.

hele

compiling

Copan

only a $-7 Nor-

Athletic Conference
0,

the NCAC Tournament. Had they ome
the Hayward game, the ‘Jacks would

have gone to the NCAC Division Hi

Ss

|

Western Regionals. But after
fighting
back from an early 17-point
‘it,
HSU
an
80-79 double overtime thriller.

future

Lumberjack: Although you finished
fourth in the NCAC, you still made it
to the championship game of the qualifying tournament. On that basis, do
you consider this season a success?

Wood:
From
the standpoint of
obtaining our team goals that we set
for ourselves it wasn’t because we
wanted to be conference champions. In
the event
we weren’t
conference

champions, we wanted to win the post
‘We

one point of doing that.

came

within

It’s going to be one of my most
memorable seasons.1. don’t know if
that means it was the most successful
or not. We've had more successful
seasons as far as being conference

champions and stuff like that. Certainly it was an enjoyable season and one
that I'll remember.

really achieved
needs?

Wood:

the chemistry

team

has

made

since

last

Wood: | don’t think as a coach you're
ever
satisfied
unless
you
go

undefeated, and I’ve never had that experience. | think we mad@some progress in some areas. Our schedule this

year was a

little bit easier than

last

year, which | think is one of the
reasons we were 12-18 overall the year
before, Both seasons were very much

alike. This was a season marked by a
lot of close games, numerous one- or
two-point
losses,
numerous
games
was
it
So
seconds.
last
the
in
deci
very similar to the year before.
But I think we’re making progress in
that we’ve got an extremely young
team, and to do as well as we did with
the young team we had, | think is a nice

thing to identify, but also is nice thing
to look forward to next year. We know
we'll have some players that have had
some real experience playing in the
conference and post-season games.

Lumberjack:

Should this team have

done better in the NCAC with the personnelit had?

has beef’ very:

Our program

fortunate. Every year I think we've had

camaraderie and good chemistry on the .
team. Obviously some years are better

than others, but never has it been total-

ly lacking to where it kept us from be-

ing a successful basketball team, This
year was no exception. We were a pretty

close-knit

along

group.

well, played

we

| think

eee

got

well together and

relished in everybody else’s success. As
a coach, that’s what I like to see.

I think almost to a man, they'll look
back and say it was a good year and
something they’ll remember.

ample, free throws,
ly 62.5 percent as a team?

—
—
ex-

on-

ood: | think the fact that we weren’t

maybe

second

or

third

be

can

at-

tributed to the fact that we weren't able
to handle leads at the end of games
very well. We ended up not shooting
free throws at the end of ballgames
very well, We’re not a good free-throw
shooting team. But you can’t point
your finger at one facet of the game
and say that’s the reason we were the
way we were. It’s a combination of

Tom Wood
a lot of talk, a lot of enthusiasm, a lot

of

school

spirit.

That’s

what

they

should remember.

Lumberjack: What were your personal feelings on that game, which
=
calling one of the best ever at
Wood: It was probably the toughest
loss I’ve ever experienced. | had a lot
of people tell me it was a great game —
I haven't had the nerve to sit down and
watch it on tape.
Ps. as
> som, Oe 1
a

yers. Most people

don’t

f takes — the sacrifice, the time

w

com-

mitment, the hard work that goes into.

being on a basketball team.
people don’t realize this. All they see
is the
things.
glamour. They don’t see all the stuff
| think we were a team that was
that goes into. being a part of the prosomewhat slow in coming around to _gram. You want your players to be
try to get an identity. Each team
rewarded for that, and a victory in that
develops its own personality and | game would have been a real nice
think we were slow in doing that, mainreward for them.
ly because we only had four returning
Lumberjack: How will you compenkids in our program. Everyone else was
sate next
r for the loss of the
new.
seniors? Who
will have to assume the
vital roles they played?
—
Lumberjack: The day after the chamWood: Every year you lose somebody,
pionship game, you said your biggest
and every
you always wonder how
concern was for those three seniors.
you’re
going to replace them. E
xplain why. .
ee someone does. Next year we’
Wood: It was their last hurrah, so to
ve a new personality, a new identity
in ts a?

see

ah

a team

Lumberjack: What were the keys
the
major strengths or weaknesses
Lumberjack: With a 15-13 record
way this season evolved? For
the
to
overall, are you satisfied with the prowhere you shot

gress this
year?

Paks

some key people because of injuries or
sickness. Not to make excuses, but we
didn’t have the luckiest of seasons as
far as staying healthy and injury-free.
Lumberjack: Do you think they ever

ARO

i

Oe Oy Mae

¢

s<F
ca ts

holds for Lumberjack basketball.

tournament.

|) !

Wood talked

about this season and what the

season

and you get kind of greedy.
we were there, we wanted to win it.
1 would like to think we could have
won it all, but it didn’t happen. I'can’t
games where

rele

three-point shot.
in @ recent interview,

y:

Eeze

else for the ‘Jacks: the newly-adupted

2 li

Wood's squad was led to a 15-13

overall record by three seniors, Ron
Connors, Sandy Johnson and Lloyd
Klaman, all of whom were given postseason all-league honors.
Wood had to contend with various
injuries and a chronic free-throw problem. But this season held something

A

,

befaf; rte |
- isaf Hi

record to finish in a fourth-place tie

Cy Rb

wek.
A lotof players
dco
tot og
.
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Slugs squashed by Cal

to play in that tournament.
Despite the score, Berkeley coach
Jack Clark said he did not believe his
_ dominated in any one. phase of
e.
re were two penalty kicks, and
we picked (off) one pass, =
was
. really unfortunate,’’ Clark said. .

Sidelines
Netters
0-2 in Reno
With half the tournament snowed

out, the HSU women’s tennis team
went 0-2 in matches at the University of Nevada-Reno Tournament Fri.

h losses — to Boise State and
Santa Rosa Junior College — were
by 8-1 scores. Julia Carroll pulled

Srl sas teat Supa

nst
Boise
Dickenson and Jennifer Mealoy
a
No. 3 doubles against Santa
osa.
**We’ve been experimenting with
our doubles teams...and we'll
probably keep Stephanie and Jennifer together,” assistant coach Lisa
Whitt said.
Vivian Romero, hin went three
sets in her singles match against
Santa Rosa, will take over for
Mealoy as Michelle Griffin’s No. 1
doubles
Whitt_said the aborted tournament ‘‘really prepared us’’ for Northern California Athletic Conference action.

5-0
«#0
#2
3-1 °

Humboldt resumes play at home
10 a.m. Saturday against Portland
State.

Hogs beat USF, 9-6

3-1
3-2
3-2

Despite a 9-6 win over the University of San Francisco Saturday, the
Humboldt Hogs lacrosse team has little hope of making the West Coast
Lacrosse a
playoffs.
:**We were in control most of the

way,”’ said player-coach Judge
Taylor of the offense-dominated
win, in which eight players scored.
The Hogs came off two lopsided
losses during vacation, 12-2 to UC
Davis and 14-4 to University of Santa Clara, to drop to 3-4 and third
place in North Coast Division II action. Only the top two teams in a
division go on to post-season play.
Humboldt’s last home game will
be April 4 against Chico at Sunset
School’s playing field. A weekend
road trip to Stockton and Rohnert
Park April 18-19 rounds out the
season, when HSU plays the University of Pacific and Sonoma State.

6-0
6-1.
4-1
3-1
2-2
3-4
2-3
2-4
2-4
1-6
0-6

i
:
iit

are among the eight top PCRU teams

1-2
0-5
0-5

if

Berkeley

3-1
2-1

fi

of the UC

Bears, 23-0.
The loss for the 6-1 Slugs was the
difference between a first seed and a
fourth seed going into the Pacific
Coast Rugby Union regionals at UC
Santa Barbara April 9-11. The Slugs

1 in the country.

Halftime proved to be the turning
point, however, as the Bears capitalized on almost every dropped ball and
square yard of open field to score three
tries in the second half.
‘*We tried to play a sound game and
not make a lot of mistakes against
them,’’ Clark said.
Clark said he has seldom seen college
rugby players play at the level seen
Saturday. One Berkeley player re—
29 stitches in his head following
brawl.
“I think we played probably as well
as we can play, and I’m sure Chris
doesn’t feel that about Humboldt,’’
Clark said.
The HSU ‘‘B”’ and ‘“‘C”’ squads lost
40-12 and 30-4, respectively.

i

on by the paws

No.

g
g
:

After the wounded and sprained
were carried off the HSU soccer field
Saturday, the Humboldt Slugs ‘‘A’’
rugby team found themselves stepped

Only one three-point drop kick comprised the scoring in the first half as the
Slugs stayed close to the Bears, ranked

‘ Te

By Andy Wlicox

is being held March 26th in the East Gym.
Admission to this event is $3 and if you are interested in

contact Mark at x3357.

Now that the Short course is complete we have the "big one"

i for you. Sunday April 5 Center Activites presents our seventh

§ Sub 4/T.N.T. Toughest Northcoast Tialthion. It consist
of a 1
mile swim, 22.5 mile hike, and 6 mile run.
This week's "Budweleer intramural Sportsperson"
award goes to the entire team of Draft Dodgers of Thursday
nights. What
a team! They show great sportmanship
and display
the true spirit of Intramurals. Congratulations
to you all!

This Ad SponsoredBy
OE GAR
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Justice has been served, but

students haven’t been.
'

|

The Associated Students face

two costly elections in April: a
special election to put up for a

vote three. controversial initiatives and the regular A.S.
election to choose next year’s
leaders.
By validating the petitions
calling for a vote on whetherto
increase University Center fees,
recall President Terri Carbaugh
and change the way the Student
Judiciary is selected, the
judiciary has proven itself
_ capable of following the law.
Though some would like to see
these elections combined to
minimize costs, there is no constitutional way that can be

_ done, simply because the constitution must take precedence
over an obscure rule in the
A.S. code.
The full cost of this political
process — involving far more
than money — remains to be

Should students have a

democratic voice to address

mandatory fee increases? Yes.
Should students
able’
representation of their interests
from their elected leaders? Yes.
Unfortunately, the charges,
onal attacks and threatened

itigation that have arisen over
these petitions have obscured

these central issues. As junior

politicos play demeaning
games, the student body grows
increasingly irritated with the
entire student political process.
The result is alienation of
student voters. That can cause
a smaller voter turnout and a
subsequent decline of student
power in matters of university
governance.
Despite the success of the initiative petitions, if political
pettiness creates a cumulative
loss of student interest and _
power, the tragic result will
cost students for years to come.
Ignore the pettiness, focus on

the central issues — and; vote,

Whither facul ty rights
Sometimes the most difficult
battles are fought over the
most basic things.
Take the California Faculty
Association contract negotiations, for instance.
CSU

faculty members have,

for the past year and a half,
been making the demands of a
lunatic body intent on under- .
mining its leadership.
They are asking for a non-

disctimination clause in their
contract. God only knows why.
If administrators are not free
to apply discrimination at will,

they may be seriously and ir-

reparably inconvenienced.

The faculty is asking for pay
<r which correspond with
rank.

This, too, is unthinkable.

' Why should a full professor
be upset when an assistant pro-

Correction

bump off a lecturer at the end
of the academic year without
looking back, what power do

they really have? Never mind
the guy’s wife and kids. Social
Darwinism works.
What it all comes down to is
the absolute necessity that a
subordinate group know its

place.
Sure, the faculty members

are the ones carrying out the
actual teaching process.
Yeah, they could be called
the college campus’ life’s
blood, along with the students
themselves.
But they mustn’t get carried
away.

This would not only save the student

We're a_ self-sufficient
proud
body from future embarassment, it organization but we are still
would also save a great deal of money.
HSU. Give us a break
:
Since the A.S. government is, in reali- nite pane such sexist, uninformed doty, powerless and viewed by the univer- not
e
5
sity administration as just one more
|
Tami Rose.
extra-curricular activity, its abolition
would not even be remembered after a
environmental resources engineering —
_ few years pass.
Embarassment and money could Factual awareness urged
also be saved with the abolition of The
Lumberjack which, under the guise of
Bookstore boycott urged? This is in
muckracking, tends to wallow in the
ronse to. Dominick Tracy’s letteron
mediocrity of petty internal campus affairs. If the editor, Mr. Salmi, was truly interested in articulating the cause of
current A.S. budgetary problems, it
would be going after the university administration instead of the A.S.
government.
In the past few years, HSU has suffered from declining enrollment while,
at the same time, the school has sought .
to maintain student services. The only
way to do this is to raise fees. The real
question which nobody seems to be addressing are:
1.Can $,500 people afford to finance
that 8,500 financed in
- a
,
1978
2.Why has the administration’s recruitment policy failed to exploit HSU’s
most attractive qualities; its location
and the only natural resource program

in

the

California

State University

system?

Arcata

University Center have rejected the
;

Lumberjack meant to say they did

~ not respond to an overwhelming

Hey, if the trustees can’t

student vote to establish a union
and raise the minimum wage to $4
per hour.

The Lumberjack also failed to
mention there was no minimum ‘
wage increase proposal presented ~
to the governi
boards of the two
university auxilliaries.

This blatant sexism is frustrating and

dent government at HSU.

Ron Glick

When The Lumberjack said in
last week’s lead editorial that
‘Lumberjack Enterprises and the
new minimum wage,”

fessor with much less experience is hired at a higher
salary? What nerve.
Then there are lecturer
rights.

For many years | have watched as
HSU student government .
periodically embarassed the student
body before Humboldt County. The
current problems are but one more ex- ing win and the women’s varsity and
ample of why we should abolish stu- novice four’s victories over St. Mary’s?

the

Coverage
is sexist
This letter is to inform you that an
HSU Women’s Crew team does in fact
exist. Not only do we exist, but we're
damn good.
You’ve had two articles about crew

enraging.

‘

;

Ses.
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condoms whenever

:

moral
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crew, ice hockey, riding, skisynchronized swim. Among Division | colleges,
is only one female athletic
in charge of both the men’s
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these days? In recent

women’s

programs

—

at Du-

=

ae

oe

University in Pittsburgh.
SU, the women’s basketball
coached by a man who continually refers to team members as
There is: also a

%

|

|
:‘

It’s

no

cy.
better

in

the

nation’s.

capital. A freed convict faces parole

revocation if he or she associates
with
known
criminals.
This
automatically excludes a visit to the

Perhaps a letter written to

monogamous

It is now Day 68; do you know
where your hostage is? Former HSU
student-and-professor Alann Steen
has been a captive in Lebanon since
Jan. 24. More grass-roots initiative
could gain his release.
Write the governments of Iran,
Lebanon, Syria, and Israel, asking
them to work for the release of
Steen and all the hostages in
Lebanon. Don’t take your freedom
je granted; extend it to those in
costly in time and money. It seems absurd to me to withhold the only consistent source of information for an entire

(and prior to midterms),

gy

pate

ro.

from

by insuring that resources,

actually made available.

I refuse to believe that our president,

one of the wholesale companies would
policies.

that, as president, he is aware of the

.

not

did

come

of their
to the

jiumboldt County because I am sure

needs of evening students and that this

last

seven

two month waiting list for people

ty health department.
What are the sexual options? Be
an ostrich: ignore the situation and
screw

like

a

crazed

monkey;

be

celibate; marry a virgin male or
female; use condoms or opt for
death. Ah, the choices of the 1980s!
Psychologists

say

today’s

youth

are a bunch of spoiled brats.
Because recent decades gave us efrecent column, we at the Women’s
Center look forward to the time when:

attracting and

correction

Cold

| have a company

SUM

Frost.

We

_—

:

and Sunday
Saturday

library all

a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mon-

Pons
through

Friday.

anyone

discriminating

overseeing

decisions?

such
Evening

s the same fees all semester
studentpay

of new

ee
ae
eee
oe
many positive comments about
Deborah Lielasus’ column that we

thought we should pass some of the

nee

—_ on.

s. Lielasus provides an

insightfu

e
on women’s
and interesting perspectiv
issues.

is exThe Women’s Center staff

cited that The Lumberjack

has the

~ 5p.m. making a college education very.
EE CEE

CON

In support of Deborah and her most

CENOCCEE EEE Cave

ra es
rere e Pee ere reer

loca-

monplace as eating food. After all,
sexual desire is as ordinary as
hunger for food; why not use food

service cashiers for a dual purpose?
Besides, the Depot is more popular
than the pharmacy—where they sell
three condoms for $1. |
It’s imperative that we view things
differently during emergencies.

stated that these refrigerators ‘‘run on
their own energy,’’ and an article appearing several years ago in The
Lumberjack stated they were powered
by ‘‘alternative sources of energy like

wal sockets.”

Schiussler
Larry
Arcata

Letters policy
lune

aren

unrest ene

They mat be signed by the author ink and mnobode hi

;

in Arcata called | rae. address and wlapnone sunber. Tose submited by

build electrically- | viten by eu members thous mcude tei te. Ad

ered energy efficient refrigerators. | dresses and telephone numbers are confidential.
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A recent article in The Lumberjac
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'°- What a relief! The Women’s Center

Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to tive at The Lumberjack.
Kee CCPC

Think

may sound extreme, but it’s time to
make condom
purchases as com-

mbers

seven

them.

tions on campus where boxes of
condoms could be kept right at your
fingertips.
Imagine people buying condoms
at the Depot and in cafeterias. That

the Women’s Center

*s decito make the ‘at women on this campus can relate

is

without

-

eth ten

by

signed

the women

:

inquiri

Is

where

Perspective praised
THANK YOU! Finally, a column

unavailable to all working peolibrary
ple
during spring break, March 7-13
who

non-sexist,

courage
safe sex. Discover the joy and sexiness of putting condoms on others.
Become
attentive to pleasure
without worry. Be prepared for the
unexpected.
Also, imagine new places where
students could buy rubbers so
they’re not found pants down

George Clark

Library is limited
lad ao
gg
Bag e resco
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—

HSU will become the university of the
future;

HSU graduate

\
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Steen watch ticks on

allegations were

:

that

to take

White House...

bought and paid for by everyone, are

paid for books returned by the

Mr.. Tracy

;

us

Americans carry the AIDS virus.
There is no cure, no vaccine. Sex
partners
who
haven't
been

enrollment

>
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provide an understanding
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steps.
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Sometimes new ideas are needed
to deal with new emergencies. The
AIDS epidemic is a classic emergen-

wholesale book company. These are
HSU the
uaed at companies
cat beime Siaiadin
Goote
following ‘aoc

ee

|

. Yet; beyond that question

ies a not-so-frivolous idea.

week

bookstore is buying back books for a

gg

"

government.

‘Eating and reproducing are basic
needs in life. But do food and sex
mix? That’s a tasteless question,

low amounts given for some books at
This occurs when the
buyback.

as tak oon prices hesed on the na-

i

weeks,
Fay admitted
drug
addictionwhile hubby Jim Baker
admitted to a close encounter of the
tight bind. Jerry Falwell took over
PTL (Praise The Lord) empire
— Jerry’s the guy who su
s

Condom sense lesson

sex with other people? It’s
they could do, don’t
think?
So, during Al
Awareness
Week at HSU (next week), try
to reexamine your:
attitude
toward condoms. Learn to over-

Stephen

we $7 tor one
through advert
i

Kel, Loni Schopp, Tanya Shahood,
"Sete Donmen Tracy Photogrecher
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Mang — What comes alter the =
stage? Bagheera never told me, and the
Paragon is a rock.— Kit 3/25

Little Red Speeder — Thanks for
making the ride back to Humboldt County
that much more enjoyable. We outsmarted the Law! Take it €.Z. Cuties.
Let’ $ party some time?! — Toyota 4x4
3/25
Dear
coming

—

The
never

Sunshine
enough)

is

a

"mariage &
lite today! Free information. Fast service.
Excellent income for part time home
Outreach, Box 9020-869, Van
Write:
assembly work. For info. call 312-741Nuys,
CA,
91409, 4/1
8400, Ext. 1819. 4/15

College students earn $6 — $10 per
hour working part-time on campus. For
more information, call 1-800-932-0528. 4/1

Love,

FAVORITE BAR AND

NIGHTCLUB SINCE 1973
ENTERTAINMENT SCHEDULE

WED. MAR. 26 — Humboldt Blues Society Jam
THUR. MAR. 36-— Dity Money — Rock & Rol
. 9pm$2

MAR. 27 & 28 — Monkey Time — Rock & Roll

9pm$3
SUN. MAR. 29 — Gene Parsons and Meridian Green

nue

and blues.
folk,¢ country

$3

Earl Thomas Band
9pm $1

- TUES. MAR. 31 — Mad River Anthology Presents
Poetry uae
&

@pm $2

915 H Street (by the Plaza)

Open daily at noon—Sun

Watching.
Weekends.

IS

With nicknames you can get away with all sorts of stuff.

Celtic
Depart

charter
woodiey

Island marina, 8 a.m., return ip.m.

per person. Under 12, $11. Call 442for reservations.
4/1

MBALAYA
JAM.

Whale
service.

_ (MLAVAPA
or Form &

SeconCall LORNA’s-

for FAST, ACCURATE SERVICES. 442-

4926. 5/6

BUD'S MINI STORAGE,’in Arcata.
1180 Sth Street Arcata. Phone: 622-8511.
8—5Mon.—Fri,
5/6
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Traditional Sauna Cabins
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